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Famous Theatre at Bayreuth

WAGNER

I

especially constructed from his own designs. and is part of the· King Arthur cycle, as is also
The King heartily approved, and the outcome "Parsifal." "Die Meistersinger" is a story
was the famous Wagner theatre at Bayreuth, in founded on the character of Hans Sachs, the
Ba~aria. The :first W~gneria~ CREATOR OF MUSIC DRAMA 16th-century shoemaker-poet, ·
festival was held 1n thiS
of Nuremberg. Wagner wrote
theatre in 1876, and since that
the text of these masterpieces
time almost every year has
as well as the music, thus
seen a series of performances
proving himself a man of letters
attended by music-lovers from
as well as a musician.
After half a centilly of bitter
all parts of the world. After
his death in Venice, where he
controversy over his theories
and innovations especially
had gone for a rest, his body
over the startlingly harmonic.
was brought to Bayreuth for
burial.
effects he introduced W agner
Wagner's
music- dramas,
stands out as the commanding musical genius of the 19th
especially those based on tales
from the Song of the Nibelungs,
century.
are among his most noted proWhether " Wagnerian " or
duct ions. These include "Das
·" Anti-Wagnerian," no musiRheingold," " Die Walkiire"
cian of the last generation has
(The Va-Ikyries); "Siegfried,"
been able to escape the master's influence and write as
" Gotterdammerung "
and
(The Twilight of the Gods). From being a police-court clerk in Dresden, if he had not lived, for he im'' Tristan und Isolde '' is Wagner
rose to fame as a musical corn- pressed everyone, and not the
poser, being regarded as the greatest of
founded on a Celtic legend,
modern times.
least his antagonists.
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Franz Liszt, the father-in-law of Wagner, was for many years unrivalled as a pianist. He is here seen playing one of his
haunting rhapsodies, while Wagner, with book in hand, his wife and son on the left, and many notable musicians of the
period, listen to the magic strains. On the wall hangs a portrait of Wagner's patron, Ludwig 11 of Bavaria.
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